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göktepe, acharya, wong & kuhl [2009]

passive response - in silico prediction
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passive response - in silico prediction
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12current research in our group

hypertrophic wall thickening



134.3 linear hyperelasticity

linear hyperelasticity

two Lame parameters         and    .



144.3 linear hyperelasticity

volumetric deviatoric decomposition

two parameters                 and    .



154.3 linear hyperelasticity

relations between elastic constants



164.4 transversely isotropic hyperelasticity

a transversely isotropic material is symmetric
about an axis that is normal to a plane of
isotropy. within this plane, the material
properties are the same in all directions. the
number of independent constants in the
elasticty tensor reduces from 21 to five:
C11, C33, C12, C13, C44, here n = [0,0,1]t

transversely isotropic hyperelasticity



174.5 orthotropic hyperelasticity

an orthotropic material is symmetric about two
or three muturally orthogonal two-fold axes of
rotational symmetry. its material properties
are in general different along each axis. the
number of independent constants reduces from
21 to nine: C11,C22,C33,C12,C23,C31,C44,C55,C66

orthotropic hyperelasticity



184.6 symmetry groups

the symmetry group of an object is the group
of all isometries under which it is invariant
with composition as the operation. it is a
subgroup of the isometry group of the space
concerned. a typical example are the symmetric
lattices of fcc and bcc crystals.

symmetry groups



194.6 symmetry groups

spins are referred to as corked or corkscrew
when the axis of the spin allows for the
snowboarder to be temporarily oriented
sideways in the air, typically without
becoming completely inverted. a double-cork
refers to a rotation in which a snowboarder
inverts or orients himself sideways at two
distinct times during an aerial rotation.

example: double cork 1080



204.6 symmetry groups

double cork 1080



214.6 symmetry groups

the mctwist was invented in the early 1980s by
skateboarder mike mcgill, and has since been
adopted by snowboarders. to perform the trick,
the rider does a front flip while at the same
time spinning a backside 540. a variety of
grabs are used to give the trick more style.
in early 2010, shaun white debuted a new trick
- the double mctwist 1260, which involves two
flips and three and a half spins.

double mctwist 1260



224.6 symmetry groups


